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MARKETS CONTINUE TO CONSOLIDATE!
NIFTY has given it’s 3rd successive weekly close above 11000 levels.
As discussed in the previous newsletter, the Pharma pack was likely
to dominate the past week and it continues to do so.
We had also discussed that the market may enter a prolonged phase
of consolidation. The market continues to remain rangebound
between 10800- 11300 levels. Any significant upmove would be
possible only if the intermittent top at 11314 is taken out.
The negative imports list for defence announced by the Ministry of
Defence under the Atmanirbhar Bharat initiative will give a boost to
indigenisation of defence production.
The Supreme Court verdict on AGR dues shall set the direction for
the Banking and Telecom sector in this week.
Options data for Aug series indicate highest Call Open Interest at the
strike of 11500 and highest Put Open Interest at the strike of 11000.
Thus Options data suggest a trading range with Resistance at 11500
and Support at 11000
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ACTIONABLE OPTION STRATEGIES

Instrument Name :

Sell 1 Leg of AUG 2140 PE @ 79

RELIANCE

Buy 1 Leg of AUG 2080 PE @ 53.5

Trend :

Max Profit : INR 12852

RELIANCE seems to be in a uptrend and Max Loss : INR 17448 (exit if loss is more
consolidating currently
than 10K)
Breakeven : 2115
Options Data :
Aug OI data suggest
Support at 1800 ( Max Put OI)
Resistance at 2300 ( Max Call OI)

Possible Adjustments :

If RELIANCE breaks 2120 on downside
then one create a call spread at 2200. ie
Sell 2200 CE and buy 2240 CE to reduce
the breakeven on the downside.

With the new margin requirements, the margin required for above trade is only
around 65K.
So, the ROI is almost 19% on margin deployed but in case of a wild movement
one could lose up to 18000 which is around 26% of margin deployed.
So one should initiate this trade with atleast 3 lakh per lot and not be
aggressive due to new margin rules.
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ACTIONABLE OPTION STRATEGIES

Instrument Name :

Sell 1 Leg of AUG 900 PE @ 36

AUROPHARMA

Buy 1 Leg of AUG 860 PE @ 22

Trend :

Max Profit : INR 22100

AUROPHARMA has hit 52 Week High and Max Loss : INR 29900 (exit if loss is more
seems to be in a strong uptrend.

than 15000)
Breakeven : 883

Options Data :

Aug OI data suggest
Support at 800 ( Max Put OI)
Resistance at 1000 ( Max Call OI)
Additional Data :

Possible Adjustments :

If AUROPHARMA breaks 880 level then
one can create call credit spread at 900.
i.e 900 CE sell and 940 CE buy to reduce
the breakeven on the downside.

Entire pharma sector is showing strong
momentum
and
may
continue
to
outperform.

With the new margin requirements, the margin required for above trade is only
around 95K.
So, the ROI is almost 24% on margin deployed but in case of a wild movement
one could lose up to 29000 which is around 32% of margin deployed.
So one should initiate this trade with atleast 4 lakh per lot and not be
aggressive due to new margin rules.
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DISCLAIMER
The views expressed in this newsletter are just for educational purpose
Investment/Trading in securities market is subject to market risk and past
performance is not a guarantee of future performance.
Trading in derivatives is extremely risk and should be done only with
proper knowledge.
It is very important to do your own analysis before making any investment
based on your own personal circumstances

CONTACT US
If you have any questions or queries then you can write to us on :
hello@quantifycapital.in or connect over WhatsApp on +91- 8928381567

